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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which four call coverage features are used by voice gateways?
(Choose four)
A. Call Park.
B. Call Pickup.
C. Overlaid ephone-dn.
D. Basic manual call distribution.
E. Overlaid phone-dn.
F. Call redirecting.
G. Basic automatic call distribution.
H. Call hunt.
Answer: B,C,G,H

Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/cucme/admin/
configuration/guide/cmeadm/ cmecover.html#pgfId-1200258

NEW QUESTION: 2
You work as a Network Architect for Tech Perfect Inc. The
company has a corporate LAN network. You will have to perform
the following tasks:
* Limit events that occur from security threats such as
viruses, worms, and spyware.
* Restrict access to the network based on identity or security
posture.
Which of the following services will you deploy in the network
to accomplish the tasks?
A. Protocol-Independent Multicast
B. Firewall Service Module
C. NetFlow
D. Network Admission Control
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: D
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/dns/delegate-subdomain

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have an application where the frontend is deployed on a
managed instance group in subnet A and the data layer is stored

on a mysql Compute Engine virtual machine (VM) in subnet B on
the same VPC. Subnet A and Subnet B hold several other Compute
Engine VMs. You only want to allow thee application frontend to
access the data in the application's mysql instance on port
3306.
What should you do?
A. Configure a network tag "fe-tag" to be applied to all
instances in subnet A and a network tag "data-tag" to be
applied to all instances in subnet B. Then configure an ingress
firewall rule that allows communication from Compute Engine VMs
tagged with fe-tag to destination Compute Engine VMs tagged
with data-tag.
B. Configure a network tag "fe-tag" to be applied to all
instances in subnet A and a network tag "data-tag" to be
applied to all instances in subnet B. Then configure an egress
firewall rule that allows communication from Compute Engine VMs
tagged with data-tag to destination Compute Engine VMs tagged
fe-tag.
C. Configure an ingress firewall rule that allows communication
from the src IP range of subnet A to the tag "data-tag" that is
applied to the mysql Compute Engine VM on port 3306.
D. Configure an ingress firewall rule that allows communication
from the frontend's unique service account to the unique
service account of the mysql Compute Engine VM on port 3306.
Answer: D
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